More expertise is needed to build this country, then the role of educational support for students is needed. One is scholarship. It led the BEM of Faculty of Social and Political Sciences (FISIP) held Scholarship Fair 2014 which was held on Sunday (26/10) at UBTV Studio.

In this event, Prof. Ahmad Erani Yustika, MSc PhD was selected as a presenter. He gave something to be considered for scholarship participants to be able to compete to get scholarships until overseas. According to Erani, there are 3 things which are the bases for students to be successful in the future.

"The first thing is, you have to work hard and set aside your material pleasures while studying. Second is, you must have the differentiation value from other students who will give advantages for you. And third, you can join an organization because in the future it will be useful for work,” said Erani.

In addition to get the material from Erani, the participants also listened to the experiences in getting scholarship by students who got abroad scholarships including Obi Chandra Kapisa, Intan Sartika and Abdullah Mujahid.

According to Khusnul Wafiq, as the Chairman of Scholarship Fair, he hopes that by this event the participants are more motivated to get a scholarship and their goals are not stopped because of the limited cost of education. In
addition to a semi-seminar, this event also provided booths from various scholarship providers such as AMINEF, IDP, Sampoerna, ETOS, United Tractor, Alfalink, TEC, Supersemar, Djarum, and Astra. [dimas/translated by kevin/agung]